S.H.M.D. TRAM KIT INSTRUCTIONS
Historical notes
The Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and Dukinfield Tramways and Electricity Board
(S.H.M.D.) operated some 20 miles of tramways east of Manchester. This was an early example
of the joint municipal operation of a public transport system.
The Board operated a fleet of some 68 cars at its maximum strength, five of them being
double deck open top bog ie cars. These cars were built by Hurst, Nelson and Co. of Motherwell
in 1907. They were numbered 56 to 60. They carried 77 passengers and were equipped with
Mountain and Gibson maximum traction trucks fitted with 42 H.P. motors. They were all
withdrawn from service in the early 1930's and no example has been preserved. The Joint
Board operated from 1904 until 1945.
Livery
As no example of the prototype exist it is difficult to be precise about the livery. In earlier
days the cars appeared in green and crimson lake and this is the livery we suggest. Humbrol
No. H.R. 116 Crimson Lake and Humbrol No.2 Emerald Green which will match as far as
possible the transfers provided. Use the box artwork as a guide to painting. The bogie frames
and life guards should be Humbrol HR11O red oxide. The fenders should be Matt Black No.33.
The interior should be Dark Brown, the seats Tan No.9. The floors and stairs should be Grey.
Mr. Hyde of Manchester Transport Museum is preparing a book on the history of the
S.H.M.D. but it is not available at the time of writing (January 1989).
General Notes on Assembly
Carefully remove parts as required from the sprue using a sharp modelling knife. Trim as
necessary ensuring a perfect fit. Use only plastic cement (either tube, Liquid Poly, Plastic Weld
or similar). Apply only the minimum amount of glue and remember that glue will not stick to
painted parts so ensure that edges to be stuck are clean. It will be necessary to paint the interior
parts prior to assembly and glueing as it will not be possible later.
Use of Transfers (Decals)
Identify the position of each decal on the tram. Carefully cut round each decal item
required, close to the edge of the piece of artwork, removing it from the sheet.
Using some slightly warm clean water, soak the decal. This will take about 30 seconds.
At first the backing causes the decals to curl when placed in water. As the decal absorbs water,
the backing paper uncurls. Now very gently test to see if the decal will slide on the backing
paper. If not, then soak a little longer. You want the decal to just begin to slide on the backing
paper. This will give the decal the maximum amount of glue on its back.
Slightly wet the area on the model where the decal will be going, using clean water and a
paintbrush to make it easier to float the transfer into the correct position. Then slide the edge of
the decal off the backing paper onto the correct position on the model. Then, holding that edge
of the decal, slide the backing paper out from under the decal, letting the decal lay down on the
model. You can use tweezers to grip the underlying paper. The wet paint brush may be useful
to stroke the wet transfer into the correct position. You may have wrinkles in the decal but they
can be smoothed out since the model surface is wet. If the decal edge curls under once it's off
the paper, you can flood the area with water and slide a straight pin under the decal and then
slide the pin in the direction of the fold, using the side of the pin to uncurl the decals. Once the
decal is positioned correctly, the excess water can then be soaked up with a dry paint brush,
tissue paper, a Q-tip, etc. Allow the decal to dry completely.
The transfers supplied are of the waterslide type and after positioning we suggest you
allow 24 hours to dry then use Humbrol Decalcote 2 transfer softener liquid: This is applied with
a brush and then left to dry. The following day a coat of varnish should be applied to the
transfers to protect them. The transfer sets are also available separately for a small charge, see
our price list for details.

Please note
The parts shown shaded in the illustrations of
the parts are not used in the construction of
this kit. We suggest that you retain these parts
as they may prove useful at a later date if you
make other tram models.
Missing parts
In the unlikely event of any part being missing
or damaged, please contact Tower Trams
direct at the BEC-KITS address below, stating
the kit and part number which is the problem.
Motorising the kit
If you wish to motorise this tram kit, we
strongly recommend that the chassis unit be
obtained prior to building the kit as fitting it as
you
build it will be easier than trying to
motorise a finished kit. Usually the lower deck
floor and bogies are omitted, as the motorising
unit will fill the lower deck saloon below the
window line.
1.
KW Trams produce the recommended
BEC-Trucks MEMT pair of ready-to-run
pewter maximum traction bogies, with clip-on
bolsters that can be glued into the tram lower
saloon just below the window line. Currently,
this is the simplest method of motorising the
tram. The bogies are ready wired for normal 2
rail 12VDC power and run on standard OO
gauge model railway track, such as Hornby or
PECO. The KW Trams website is:
Web: http: //www.kwtrams.co.uk/
2.
TramAlan used to make a bogie chassis
kit suitable for motorising this tram, which
includes wheels, gears, motor, pickups, etc. It
required some soldering but the construction
was relatively straight forward. The extra

weight provided by the white metal chassis
also ensured good running.
3.
Some other motorising units are
available from East Lancs Model Tramway
Supplies and their website is:
Web: http://www.eastlancsmodeltrams.net/
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Other models
Further details of other BEC-KITS products
can be found at the website below. A list of
tram models, decals and overhead parts is
available on request. Please send an A5
stamped self-addressed envelope to the
address below.
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6 The Cliffs,
Heysham,
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England.
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